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Headline GDP growth is now 2.5%: below its long-run 

average (3%) and with a narrow growth base

Growth in real GDP and major industry sectors, to Mar 2013, % p.a.

Source: ABS National Accounts
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Manufacturing’s challenges have been all too 

evident in Ai Group’s PMI® series in recent years 

Ai Group Australian PMI® : national and Victoria

Source: Ai Group
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Drilling into the detail: manufacturing sectors have 

had wide variation in their growth paths

Manufacturing industries: growth in real output since 2000 (index)

Source: Ai Group, calculated from ABS National Accounts (gross value added output per industry).



Drilling into the detail: manufacturing sectors have 

had very different growth paths

Manufacturing industries: real output volumes in 1993, 2003 and 2013

Source: ABS National Accounts (gross value added output per industry)



Manufacturing jobs under pressure from shrinking 

labour intensive industries and cuts to labour content

Source: ABS, Labour Force Australia

Employment in manufacturing, to May 2013



Drilling into the detail: low-skill, labour-intensive 

sectors have cut the most jobs. Other sectors are 

growing, but need less (higher skilled) labour to do so 

Employment in manufacturing, to May 2013

Source: ABS, Labour Force Australia



Barrier 1: high costs and fierce price competition are 

squeezing manufacturing profits and profitability …

Source: ABS, Business Indicators

Nominal profits and profit margins, manufacturing



… which impedes manufacturers’ ability to invest and 

innovate (although many firms are doing so anyway)

Source: ABS, CAPEX

Real capital investment spending, by major industry group



Barrier 2: relatively weak labour productivity growth 

(both a cause and an outcome of weak investment)
Labour productivity indexes, major market-based industries

Source: Ai Group calculations based on ABS, National Accounts and Labour Force Australia Quarterly Detail



Outlook positives: lower AUD will help export-

competing industries including manufacturing
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Australian dollar trade weighted index (TWI) and Australian PMI®

Source: RBA (AUD TWI monthly average to end of Jul 2013) and Ai Group



Outlook positives: construction activity indicators 

remain mixed, but are turning up in NSW, Qld and WA
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Sources: ABS

New dwelling approvals, by state


